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Figure 1. GlassHands extends the input space around mobile devices. Left: The narrow field-of-view of front facing cameras (orange) is extended
through sunglasses reflections (green). Middle: Detected mobile phone (red) and finger tip (green) in glass area. Right: Users can continuously pan
outside the display while simultaneously tracing over items on the device screen ©Jens Grubert.

devices [16], extending it to near-by surfaces or to mid-air.
Numerous research has sparked in the area of around-device
interaction. So far, most research focused on equipping either
mobiles [4], the environment [33] or the user [6, 14] with
additional sensors. However, deployment of such hardware
modifications is hard. Market size considerations discourage
application developers, which limits technology acceptance
in the real-world [5].

ABSTRACT

We present a novel approach for extending the input space
around unmodified mobile devices. Using built-in frontfacing cameras of unmodified handheld devices, GlassHands
estimates hand poses and gestures through reflections in sunglasses, ski goggles or visors. Thereby, GlassHands creates
an enlarged input space, rivaling input reach on large touch
displays. We introduce the idea along with its technical concept and implementation. We demonstrate the feasibility and
potential of our proposed approach in several application
scenarios, such as map browsing or drawing using a set of
interaction techniques previously possible only with modified
mobile devices or on large touch displays. Our research is
backed up with a user study.

We present an approach that extends the input area of unmodified mobile devices to allow ample movements, including
the environment around and to the sides of the device, without any additional sensing hardware. To do so, we propose
to enrich the sensing capabilities of unmodified mobiles by
everyday common apparels such as sunglasses or common
reflective visors.
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Our interactive system, called GlassHands (Figure 1), utilizes
reflective glasses or visors to extend the field-of-view of frontfacing cameras built into mobile devices, mimicking effects
of catadioptric panorama cameras. Other reflective surfaces,
such as ski goggles, diving masks or helmet visors, may
enable gesture interaction with phones as well. This is of
interest, when fine interaction with small screen is dangerous
or impossible, for example, when the hands are covered with
gloves. In fact, for some scenarios, such as skiing, reflective
visors are so common, that a software-only deployment may
also be economically feasible.

INTRODUCTION

Handheld and wearable touch displays allow us to interact in
a multitude of mobile contexts. However, shrinking device
sizes, aiming at increased mobility [13], often sacrifice the
interactive surface area. If devices shrink, while fingers stay
the same, interaction may become inefficient. Hence, there is
a need for compensating for the lack of physical interaction
area.
One option is to decouple input and output area of interactive displays, using sensors to increase the input area around

We hope that the suggested technology, enabling off-device
sensing with a large interaction space without the need for
any hardware changes, will open up the opportunity to deploy
software-only applications to millions of existing mobile de-
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vices. All that is required from users is access to common
apparel.

cameras, constraining the interaction space to two narrow
cones in front and behind a device. Much of the interaction
space around the mobile device, such as the areas to the sides
of the device are not observed by these cameras (see figure
1, left). In contrast, our work focuses on a larger interaction
space, covering positions around the device sides, as well as
large hand gestures.

RELATED WORK

GlassHands is inspired by previous works on around-device
interaction, around-the-body interaction and corneal imaging. In this section, we give an overview of these topics. In
contrast to research extending the input and output of stationary displays [1, 26, 43], we focus on related work in mobile
scenarios.

The closest work to ours is Surround See by Yang et al. [46].
They modified the front-facing camera of a mobile phone with
an omnidirectional lens, extending its field of view to 360◦
horizontally. They showcased different application areas, including peripheral environment, object and activity detection,
including hand gestures and pointing, but did not comment
on the recognition accuracy.

Around Device Interaction

Along with the reduction of the size and weight of mobile
and wearable devices, the need for complementary interaction methods evolved. Research began investigating options
for interaction next to [30], above [12, 23], behind [10, 42],
across [9, 36], or around [45, 48] the device. The additional
modalities are either substituting or complementing the devices’ capabilities. These approaches rely on modifying existing devices using a variety of sensing techniques, which
severely limits their deployment to mass audiences.

Their approach, just like ours, supports a large interactive
space around the device. The need to add non-standard hardware to the phone limits the deployment of this technology.
Furthermore, the 360◦ lenses used by Yang et al. increase
the size of the device thickness, making it hard to access and
store a mobile device. In contrast, our approach only requires
access to common and widely available apparels, which can
result in a software only deployment to enable around-device
interaction on millions of existing mobile devices.

Surface Interaction

Appropriating surfaces around mobiles was investigated in
several works. Butler et al. [4] showed compelling multitouch input around a mobile phone lying on a flat surface, by
equipping them with additional side-facing infrared sensors.
In contrast, the proposed concept does not require to modify
the mobile device and enables a larger input space. Avrahami
et al. [3] extended the input space around tablets by using
downward facing cameras on a stand. Their system was
specifically designed to be portable, not mobile, as it requires
a certain setup effort. Our approach can be used without prior
setup time.

Some approaches use stationary tracking systems to explore
around-device interactions. Hasan et al. [19] presented ADBinning, a technique for off-loading mobile content to the
space around a device using finger movements. Jones et
al. [22] explored free space interaction techniques for multiscale navigation on mobile devices.

Around the Body Interaction

Similar to extending the interaction space around a device,
researchers have investigated the interaction space around
the human body. Wagner et al. [40] presented a body-centric
design space for classifying multi-surface interaction techniques.

Harrison and Hudson [16] presented several approaches to
appropriate surfaces for extending the input (and output) of
mobiles. Recently, it was shown how acoustic sensing could
be used to detect touch events on a hard surface around a device, using additionally mounted piezo sensors [45]. Several
works also investigated how to extend touch input from touch
screens to the human skin [25, 31, 41].

Chen et al. [8] studied how to appropriate body parts and free
space around the users in a number of prototypes, including
built-in sensors on a mobile phone. Grubert et al. [14] explored how to complement the input and output of multiple
body-proximate wearable and mobile displays such as smartwatches and head-mounted displays. A number of works
investigated re-purposing everyday objects and surfaces for
input and output, turning them into opportunistic tangible
user interfaces around the user [18, 20].

Free Space Interaction

Mobiles and wearables have been equipped with a variety of
sensors to extend their input to free space gestures. Depthsensors have been used to enhance interaction in front [23], at
the side [37] or at the back [24] of mobile devices, enabling
combined touch and free space interaction [7].
Magnetic sensing was used to extend the input space of mobile devices [2, 17]. Those approaches inspired us, as they
allow the use of unmodified devices with built-in magnetometers, and instead rely on user worn magnets. However, these
approaches mostly focus on in-air gestures or very coarse
pointing in close proximity of the device [17].

Corneal Reflective Imaging

Our approach to utilize reflections in the environment for
camera-based sensing has been inspired by corneal imaging
techniques [29]. The main idea thereof is to capture, unwarp
and analyze the reflections in a human eye using catadioptric
camera models [39].

Other approaches include equipping devices with additional
cameras to extend the interaction space [3, 4].

We speculate that, in the future, using 4K or higher resolution
front cameras, we may use corneal reflection instead of reflective glasses. Unfortunately, today’s mobile phone sensors
still do not deliver enough resolution for the practical use of

Song et. al [38] enabled in-air gestures using the front and
back facing cameras of unmodified mobile devices. However,
their interaction space is limited to the field-of-view of the
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Figure 2. GlassHands processes image, microphone and accelerometer
(green) to determine the glasses region, scene content and touch events.
Calibration data (orange) is used to transform phone and hand coordinates from the camera’s image space to the display space of the phone.

those techniques, however, given the progress of camera technologies, it is not unlikely that such phones will be available
in the future.

METHOD OVERVIEW

Off-phone interaction requires sensors that can observe the
interaction, in our case, touch events on a surface and in-air
events around the phone. However, the unmodified phone
does not have any such sensing ability. GlassHands mimics a
virtual external point-of-view (POV) that captures large areas
of the workspace, by using the existing camera to observe a
reflection from surface that lies in front of the camera. The
reflection will contain the phone itself, the surface around the
phone, and the user’s hands.

Figure 3. Detection of phones, interaction area (the table) and the
hands. (a) A phone is lying on a table, facing the user. (b) A part of
an original frame taken by the front facing camera. (c) Head is detected and glasses lenses, which are of different color than skin, are
highlighted (d) Detected phones are highlighted. (e) Colors of the area
around the phone are used to grow the table area (highlighted). This
area is the interaction area. (f) Hands are detected as hand color areas
(see explanation in the text), inside the table area. The curved tip of
the hand define the hand position (marked by a green diamond). (h)
Phones and hand locations as seen in the video.

Such a reflectors may be part of the environment, mounted
on a ceiling or above a workstation. In this work, we look at
wearable reflectors such as glasses or visors. Being worn in
front of the user eyes, these reflectors are naturally positioned
to face the phone. In many useful scenarios where normal
touch interaction is difficult, for example, when the user has to
wear gloves, or dangerous, such as skiing, bike riding, diving,
manufacturing and more, such eye-wear is already common
and can be leveraged.

Detecting the Glasses Area

The reflection of the workspace is seen in a relatively small
part of the camera image. In a typical 2.1 megapixel image
taken with an Amazon fire phone, the glasses cover less than
five percent. It is important to limit the analysis of the video
exclusively to this area, both for efficiency as well as to avoid
false detections.

To use the reflection image as an input modality, we need to
be able to detect the reflected image in the camera image and
extract the relative location of objects that need to be sensed.
Specifically, we must detect the position of the user’s hands
next to the phone and, finally, map this information to world
coordinates.

Amazon fire phone SDK supports recovery of the user’s head
position using its dedicated special cameras, offering a 5
degrees of freedom head pose. Estimation of the head position
in the frame helps to constrain the search area for the glasses.
Specifically, we inspect a region of interest (ROI) around the
expected eyes position, masking out human skin color helps
to determine the glasses area (Figure 3 (c)).

In the following sections, we will describe the components
of the system, starting with detection of the user head and
the area of the user’s glasses where the reflection is visible,
detection of the phone and the user hands in the reflection, and
translation of all these locations to metric world coordinates
around the phone. Finally, the implementation of a touch
interface requires the ability to detect when the user’s hands
touch the surface, which will be described in the last section.

Alternatively, when using different phones (some videos for
this paper were captured by a Microsoft Lumia 550, and
an iPhone 6s Plus), a software face detector (such as [28,
34]) can be used to recover head position and orientation.
Recent developments ( [34]) were able to display impressive
performances of 300 fps face tracking on mobile phones, on
par with the fire phone accuracy.

We have implemented the system on an Amazon fire phone
using OpenCV for image processing and HTML5 and
JavaScript for application development. We note, that while
our system was implemented on an Amazon fire phone, it can
be employed on other commodity smartphones as well. The
system workflow is summarized in Figure 2.

Scene content Detection

The scene content is detected with three steps: phone screen,
background and hands detection, which are described next.
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Phone Screen Detection

The position of the user’s hands relative to the position of the
phone determines the location of touch or in-air events. We
are using simple and efficient computer vision techniques to
detect both hands and the phone screen in the image of the
reflections on the glasses.
Figure 4. Detection of hands in different environments. Left: A dark
room illuminated by a lamp. Right: Outdoor in full sunshine.

The mobile device screen can be detected using a visual
marker detection techniques [47]. In many environments, in
particular, indoors (such as in Figure 3 (a)), the phone is easily
detected as the brightest object on the surface, enabling arbitrary applications to run unmodified on the phone. A further
verification of the phone size and rectangular shape can remove most false detections. In very bright environments (e.g.,
outdoors), we can detect the phone’s shape, or may display
markers such as a unique colored areas or codes, embedded in
homogeneous areas of an application [44]. Figure 3 (b) shows
a part of a single frame capture by a phone front camera, and
Figure 3 (d) highlights detected phones in each of the glasses
lenses.

Figure 5. Origin of coordinate systems. Left: The coordinate system of
each reflection originates at the center of the phone reflection, with axes
parallel to the image axes. Right: The coordinate system of the surface
originates at the center of the phone, and the axes are defined by the
orientation of the calibration target ©Eyal Ofek.

Background Detection

Once the phone is detected, the system samples the environment around the phone and builds a model of the color
histogram using a Gaussian mixture model [27]. Using these
colors, we grow an area around the phone of similar colors
which defines the work area for the interaction, for example,
a surface that the phone is positioned on, the snow, when
skiiing, or asphalt, when biking. Figure 3 (e) highlights the
detected the table area. Any holes inside this area are regarded
as part of the work area as well. Note, that for simplicity, we
detect the right hand in the right lens of the glasses, and right
of the phone, and the left hand in the left lens of the glasses
and left of the phone. As result, the detected work area is
bounded by the phone location in each lens. We store the
work area by an approximating polygon that bounds it’s area
(seen around the highlighted area) in 3 (f)).

Note that, during the user study, we used a blue work surface,
which is the furthest from skin tone (see Figure 10), to ensure
maximum robustness of detection during the study. Other
methods could also be used, such as hand motion or machine
learning of hands models [11], which enable hand detection
in a large range of environments.
Unwarping of Image Points

Our goal is to use hand gestures over the planar surface around
the phone, as an extension of the touch sensitive display of
the phone. To do so, we need to map the position of any hand
detected in the reflection in the glasses to the table surface.
Let M be a mapping s = M(p) from the position of a point
in the camera frame, p, to a position of the surface, s. The
coordinate system of the surface should have the same origin
and same axes as the phone display (see Figure 5).

Hand Detection

Next, the user is asked to put the hands to the sides of the
phones. The system samples the colors of the observed hands,
and stores it again as a Gaussian mixture model. A hand is
detected as a connected area of pixels of minimal size, with
hand colors, that is located inside the work area polygon.
Figure 3 (f) shows hands candidates as bright polygons, of
which only the ones that lie inside the work area are regarded
as valid hand candidates. The tip of the finger, which is a high
point of large curvature along the hand boundary is regarded
as the point of touch [11] (marked in Figure 3 (f) by green
diamonds).

In some cases, the model of the reflector is known and the
mapping is simple. For example, if the reflecting surface is
planar, this mapping is a homography, defined by four points,
such as the display corners of the phone. In the general case
of curved glasses, the mapping is non-linear.
To estimate the reflection mapping, we place a checkerboard
pattern on the working surface and position the phone at
its center. Given an image of the reflection in the glasses,
the transformation can be measured at the corners of the
reflected pattern (see Figure 6) and mapping them to the
actual dimensions of the target.

Further tracking of the hands over time can be used to eliminate sporadic false detection of hands, and focus on the true
hands.

The mapping of other points is linearly interpolated between
the known points. A point lying inside a checkerboard tile
in the reflected image will be mapped to the corresponding
surface point using a homography defined by the tile’s corners.
If fewer than four corners have a defined mapping, a simpler
transformation is used (affine for three corners, and rotation
plus scale for two).

The above sampling of the environment and hand colors enhance robustness to the color of the environment lighting or
to skin or gloves color (as long as they have a minimal difference from the environment color distribution), and gives the
system flexibility to work both in dark environment (as seen
in Figure 4, left) or a bright outdoor environment (Figure 4,
right).

The above mapping is depended on the head position and
orientation relative to the phone. Let Mi be the mapping from
4

Figure 6. Left: A checkerboard is reflected in the glasses. Right:
Area around the phone is unwrapped using recovered mapping for this
glasses position.

Figure 7. Left: Panning and zooming a map requires fewer repetitive
gestures, compared to touch-screen only interaction and avoids screen
occlusions. Right: The dominant hand draws on the touch display. The
non-dominant hand rotates the virtual canvas around the screen center.

the image of the lens to the surface, when the phone center in
the lens is visible at position qi . Capturing the checkerboard
and the phone images at k different position and orientation
of the head enables the recovery of k mappings {Mi |i ∈ 1...k}.
The mapping for a new position is linearly interpolated from
those known mappings using the current phone center location
and radial basis functions.

the latter, the system detects if one touch is registered on the
screen and one outside of the screen, classifying the touch on
the display as trace action, whereas the touch (and subsequent
movements) around the display trigger a pan action. This
enables simultaneous panning and tracing compared to explicitly switching between panning and tracing on the device
alone.

However, in our trials, we found that the user face is constantly aimed at the phone display and the hands tend to be
reflected by the central part of the lens (See Figure 3 (f)). The
differences between the mapping of different frames, using
our curved glasses, were quite small. As a result, we were
able to use a fixed mapping, independent of the head position,
for all our demos.

Moreover, navigating a map by outside device gestures avoids
occlusion by the fingers, which is an advantage for small
displays. Touching solely inside or outside the display causes
the map to be paned and zoomed normally.
Application 2: Drawing

Drawing on paper is a task that involves both hands. Task
execution is clearly separated between the dominant and nondominant hand. Mimicking natural roles of hands, the nondominant hand will be in charge of positioning the workspace,
while the dominant hand is responsible for the precision
task [15], such as writing or tracing.

Detecting touch events

As a mobile device is lying on a surface, surface touch events
may be detected by the peak they generate in the audio or
accelerometer signals. Our touch detection algorithm is looking for a spike on the microphone data, similar to the way
Hinckley et al. [21] detect spikes on the accelerometer or
gyroscope of a grip sensing stylus. Touch-release events can
not easily be detected this way. We used a gesture to signal
it, such as opening the hand at the time of the release. The
change in size of the hand relative to the mobile screen and a
change in the number of detected convexity defects is used
for the detection of touch-release events.

One limitation of touch-based drawing applications on mobile
devices are frequent switches of modes between workspace
repositioning and drawing. The small size of the screen makes
large workspace repositioning operations cumbersome, involving switching zooming, panning, and multiple flicks or
ratcheting to cover large distances. Furthermore, there is no
way to simultaneously draw and position the workspace.

APPLICATIONS

We implemented a drawing application, in which transformations of the drawing canvas can happen simultaneously
to drawing. For example, the canvas can be rotated outside
the screen at the same time as a drawing action occurs on the
screen, mimicking drawing on physical paper.

We will demonstrate the potential of our concept by implementing four application prototypes: three uses bi-manual
interaction around a supported phone, and one in-air application, where one hand is holding the phone. Furthermore,
we have conceptualized new usage scenarios that are now
feasible using the proposed technology.

Application 3: Task Switching

The HTML5-based applications are integrated using an Android Web-View. Touch data is injected into the applications
through JavaScript calls using the standard Android API.

Switching tasks on mobiles involves typically at least two
touches and an additional pan action, searching for the requested application among a list of prior used applications.
Furthermore, if task switching includes cutting and pasting
items via a pop-up menu, at least six consecutive touch actions are needed.

Application 1: Map Navigation

Touch-based map navigation on mobiles is limited by the
small screen space: Panning to distant objects or zooming
large distances typically involves repeated drag and pinch
gestures. Wearing gloves, for example while skying or biking,
may prevent using touch to interact with the phone. Using
GlassHands, one can pan and zoom utilizing the surface, or
the air around the device (see Figure 7) or simultaneously pan
and trace over an item of interest (see Figure 1, right). For

We envision task switching utilizing the surface area around
the device. Applications can be placed and retrieved through
tapping on the locations, utilizing proprioceptive memory.
The user can switch directly to a requested application by
pointing on the location associated with that application (see
Figure 8, left).
5

Figure 8. Left: Applications outside the visible screen can be activated
through tapping. Right: A virtual ribbon allows browsing open applications, by panning outside the screen ©Eyal Ofek.

Figure 10. Left: A participant performing the accuracy evaluation.
Right: Close up view on the Firephone, touch-enabled monitor and target points.

Figure 9. Left: Mid-air sliding gesture. GlassHands support large
hand gestures, that enables continues scrolling or selection from a large
list of options. Middle: Close-up with detected phone (red circle) and
glove (green circle). Right: The album selection of a music player is
operated with left and right sliding gestures.
Figure 11. Plot showing a subsample of detected touch points on the
Dell display. Blue crosses indicate the position of GlassHands touch
input and green disks the target points.

We allow browsing application using a linear ribbon metaphor
(see Figure 8, right), and enable fast cutting and pasting: The
user selects an item to be moved, and holds it. Next, the
user switches to the target application, either directly through
tapping on locations as mentioned above or by panning the
ribbon with a finger drag outside the phone. Upon reaching
the target application, the user releases the item to paste it into
the target. Prior to releasing, the user can place the item at
the desired location within the target application by dragging
it on the phone’s display. This operation can also be done
in mid-air, where the holding hand thumb is used for item
selection.

Location Accuracy

As GlassHands relies on multiple image transformations, including cropping and warping of images, it is likely that the
achievable input resolution is low compared to direct sensing
of the scene using wearable cameras. To determine how accurate our approach could deliver touch input, we measured the
input accuracy of GlassHands on a touch display. Six users
participated in the study (4 male, 2 female).
We used a horizontally mounted Dell S2340T 23" multi-touch
monitor as direct touch display, to associate detected touch
points with target points. An Amazon Firephone was placed
in the display center. Users were placed in a chair in front
of the touch display and wore reflective glasses, as seen in
Figure 10. They were asked to position themselves so that
the monitor would be completely visible in one of the lenses,
to ensure a best-case estimate of the touch accuracy. To this
end, they saw a video of the reflected area in the phone.

Application 4: Music Player

Working with touch screens of mobile devices while wearing gloves, such as while skiing, viewing a map on a motorbike (at a traffic stop) or answering a phone while using
work gloves, can be cumbersome. Users have to take off
their gloves to operate common capacitive touch screens, e.g.,
when browsing through a music collection or when unlocking
the screen. While touch screen capable gloves exist, they
are definitely rarer than ski goggles. Furthermore, touching
mobile screens with gloves can lead to an amplified fat finger
problem. We have implemented a music player application
that allows browsing music collections using mid-air gestures.
The user can initiate a gesture by holding the hand next to
the phone. Then, hand movements to either side of the phone
are mapped to a scrolling list, as can be seen in Figure 9.
The large available interaction space allows fine accuracy of
selection.

The users were asked to tap 18 fixed locations 10 times. The
locations were indicated with blue circles distributed in a grid
pattern, with three rows (on the top edge, middle and bottom
edge of the phone) and six columns (three to the left at a
distance of 5, 10 and 15 cm, same on the right side).

The same application can also be used with hand gestures on
surfaces.
TECHNICAL EVALUATION

Figure 12. Mean errors and standard deviations for each target point
(in mm) for the GlassHands (GH) detected fingers and the ground truth
touch screen positions (T).

We carried out technical evaluations on the input accuracy of
GlassHands.
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The relative offsets between touch data on the large touch
display and the ones detected by glasshands were determined
in a common coordinate system, centered at the phone.
Figure 11 shows a plot with the individual touch down events
detected using GlassHands (blue crosses) and the target points
(green disks) and Figure 12 quantifies the deviations per
target location compared to the ground truth touch data. The
mean deviation over all target points was 18.9mm (SD=19.2).

Figure 13. Percent of participants preferring GlassHands (GH) or
touch-screen only (OnDevice) interaction for the same tasks as in Figure 15.

To assess the accuracy in other environments, we measured
accuracy for a regular room (shown in accompanying video)
with manually labeling the fingertip (as ground truth data) for
a single user. The hand was detected in 82% of frames with
an average accuracy of 14mm (SD: 7.8). In all but one case
tracking gaps were <4 frames, which can be addressed using
dynamic tracking models (e.g., Kalman filter).
USER FEEDBACK

Figure 14.
Percent of participants who could imagine using
GlassHands at various locations (left) and in front of various audiences
(right).

We conducted a user study, to learn from users’ reactions
to the GlassHands concept. Our goal was to examine the
value proposition of GlassHands and discover potential social
concerns. Twelve users (5 male, 7 female, mean age: 24
years, SD: 4 years, 10 with a social science background, 2
with an engineering background) participated in the study and
were compensated with a small gratuity for their time. The
same apparatus as in the technical evaluation was used.

Findings

Ease of use and usefulness ratings are shown in Figure 15.
For ease of use, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests indicated significant differences for CP (W=45, Z=2.87, p<0.01,
Cohen’s d=1.45) and MT (W=15, Z=2.23, p=0.026, Cohen’s
d=1.02). For usefulness, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests indicated significant differences with large effect sizes
for cut-paste (W=28, Z=2.60, p=0.017, Cohen’s d=1.26) and
MT (W=15, Z=2.23, p=0.026, Cohen’s d=1.02, same results
as for ease of use). Preferences are depicted in Figure 13.

Procedure

After a short introduction, users were asked to try out four
prototypical applications in randomized order: map navigation using pan and zoom (MapPZ), combined map panning
and tracing (MT), drawing (Draw), cut-paste (CP). Users
tried both using GlassHands (GH) and a touch-screen only
(OnDevice) interaction.

Most participants preferred GlassHands for CP and and MT.
For CP, users mentioned time savings and fewer number of
required interactions compared to on-device usage. One user
said "it is convenient to just use the hand and swipe to switch
applications." Another mentioned that GlassHands interaction
is "pretty easy, like on your desktop computer" and that this
technique seems specifically useful, if one needs to switch applications often. Similarly, for MT, users mentioned that they
preferred the modeless interaction enabled by GlassHands,
with one stating "there is no need to switch" the interaction
mode, another one mentioning "it is very annoying, if I have
to switch between tracking and panning" in the on-device
condition.

For the map applications, participants tried out navigation
alone (pan, zoom) and a compound navigation task [32]. The
latter task consisted of tracing six target regions and panning along a path. As simultaneous panning and tracing is
not possible in the OnDevice condition, users could switch
between both modes through a button. For the drawing application, participants were asked to trace a circle on screen. In
the GH condition, users could rotate a virtual sheet of paper
around the screen center as depicted in Figure 7. For the cutpaste scenario, users were asked to cut an image, embedded
it in a word processor application, and paste it into a PowerPoint presentation and back again. For this scenario, we
used the Android task manager, with Microsoft Word, Excel
and PowerPoint applications opened in the touch-screen only
condition. For each application, participants tried out the
OnDevice and the GH version (counterbalanced).

For the drawing application, users agreed that GlassHands
enables more precise tracing of template figures. One highlighted the fact that he was able to draw "more accurate, clean
and beautiful." However, while some users liked this features,
other users were feeling that this approach hinders artistic
expression. One participant mentioned that "for beginners
[GlassHands] might be better due to its constraints, while
professionals would probably prefer the freedom of on-screen
drawing." Users also saw potential for GlassHands for more
complex drawing scenarios than tracing a circle. One mentioned "I could concentrate on drawing complex shapes at the
top of the screen without worrying about other parts of the
canvas."

They rated the ease of use and usefulness of the applications
through 2-item questionnaires with 5-items Likert scales and
selected the preferred way of interacting. After trying both
applications, they were asked about the challenges and merits
of GlassHands in semi-structured interviews. In a second
part of the study, users were presented with the two mid-air
concepts using verbal descriptions and pictures. They were
then also asked to comment on the potential usefulness of
GlassHands interaction and about applications they would
like to use with GlassHands in those scenarios.

For map navigation using pan and zoom, participants preferred GlassHands, but did not rate the ease of use or use7

fulness higher compared to on-device usage. Several users
mentioned that the on-device interaction is "already quite
easy" and "familiar." Four users mentioned that they felt more
confident using GlassHands, as there is a smaller chance for
unexpected effects of finger movements (specifically, pinch
gestures) due to the larger space. Occlusion free navigation
of the map was mentioned as an advantage of GlassHands by
five participants. One user also mentioned that it is more fun
to use the GlassHands approach, as it "feels like StarTrek."
With a questionnaire on social acceptability [35], we asked
participants about suitable locations and audiences (Figure
14) for using GlassHands.
Social issues were primarily mentioned by participants who
would not wear sunglasses for fashion purposes (three do
not wear sunglasses, seven only for sun protection, two also
inside buildings for fashion purposes). Five users mentioned
that (in the words of one participant) it would "feel awkward
to wear sunglasses, when the sun is not shining," but also
mentioned that it would be "inappropriate not to look others in
the eyes while interacting with them." Interestingly, the target
audience for this inappropriate behavior differed between
participants, with some mentioning strangers, while others,
partners and friends, as individuals in front of whom they
would not wear sunglasses. Three users explicitly mentioned
spatial constraints for using GlassHands in public space as
"I would be worried to bump into another person." One user
also mentioned privacy concerns as "it would be more visible
what I am doing with my phone." One participant mentioned
to be a trend follower and said that "if everyone would wear
sunglasses to interact with their phones, I would do it, too."

Figure 15. Ease of use (top) and usefulness (bottom) for GlassHands
(GH) and Touch-screen only (OnDevice) interaction for cut and paste
(CP), drawing (Draw), map pan and zoom (MapPZ) and map tracing
(MT) on a 5-point Likert scale (-2 very difficult ... 2 very easy). Statistically significant differences at α = .05 indicated with a *.

maps, cut and paste by dragging between applications, and
drawing with the non-dominant hand controlling the canvas.
A group of users have tried these applications, and found their
interaction preferable over their common interaction. The
consensus was that the higher potential savings in effort, the
more participants were willing to use it.
The proposed system has several limitations, some which may
be addressed in future work:

We asked participants about their opinion on using mid-air
GlassHands while wearing gloves or while biking. Users
mentioned that this kind of interaction would be ideal for
situations in which they would have to concentrate on a demanding primary task, to trigger secondary tasks. Examples
included operating a music player, answering incoming calls
or coarse map navigation. However, several participants also
mentioned that they would not use GlassHands (or an ordinary
phone) while biking at all, due to safety reasons. Finally, two
users mentioned that they really like the concepts, but, ultimately, would like to use use the space around an unmodified
phone without sunglasses.

An inherent limitation of our approach is that users have to
wear reflective glasses, which have to be visible in the field
of view of the front camera (typically 70-80 degrees field
of view). Dark glasses allows the camera to view a clear
reflection without the view of the user eyes behind them. If
the user face is relatively dark, such as in the case of a desk
lamp illuminating the table, while the user’s head stays in the
dark, then regular glasses can be used just as well.
In general, the usage of dark glasses in low-light environments, like indoor offices, might not be appropriate, both due
to perceptual and social reasons. However, there are many situations, both indoors and outdoors, where wearing reflective
eye-wear is common: workers wearing safety goggles, skiers,
divers, motorcyclists and so on.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented GlassHands, an interactive system for
around-device interaction on unmodified mobile devices. We
demonstrated that interaction at the periphery of a mobile
device is feasible given a front-facing RGB camera and a
user wearing sunglasses, or any other reflector. In contrast to
previous work [38], we significantly broaden the interaction
space around an unmodified mobile device. In contrast to
Surround-See [46], we enable large interaction space, without
the need for special hardware, just everyday common apparel,
and with keeping the phone thin and small. Removing the
need for special hardware enable us to easily deploy this
solution, such as through a store application.

On-surface interactions as described above enable comfortable work, where the users hands are supported by the surface,
and the tap of a finger on the surface can be used to detect
touch. However, the technology is not limited to surfacebased interaction. The same 2D interaction may be used in
mid-air around the phone with ample gestures. Such in-air
interaction with Glasshands could help skiers operate their
mobiles without the need to take off their gloves.
Also, GlassHands could be used by bikers, who have mounted
their phone on the handle bar. Sliding the hands along the
handle bar, relatively far from the phone, could be utilized
to steer on-screen applications (see Figure 9, right). A possible application may sense the direction of a pointed hand,

We demonstrated interaction techniques and applications for
GlassHands, among them, mode-less panning and tracing on
8

reflected in the helmet visor, and use the phone GPS and orientation to announce the street number of the house the biker
is pointing at. Divers could use GlassHands to interact with
their phone, stored inside a watertight casing. In a similar
fashion, workers who wear protective glasses and gloves may
interact using large gestures around the phones.

this may encourage the development of new dedicated sensors
integrated in consumer phones.
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